
Should Testers Code?

Opening

Henrik

Testers don’t need to Code

Technical Skill is great

Let the developers write code

We are losing diversity

Be careful about getting wrapped up with what 
you are doing

Jeff

Times have changed a lot

We push software to production faster

More pressure on testers

Activities

Unit

Functional

Integration

xDD

Performance

Very few activities do not require coding

Question: TDD/ CI is that valuable? 

Henrik

Jeffrey

yes it’s valuable

we need to have knowledge about technologies

we need to know what development practices we 
have

There is a trap

TDD is not testing

developers get our of jail card

encourage to join forces
developers code

testers generate ideas

yes you should be aware

you should be involved

testing is a large nuanced practice

everyone is responsible for all of the quality

Question: What tests do testers miss out on when 
writing code

Henrik

Jeffrey

having all the tools that we need to make right 
decisions at the right time

ensuring the over-all quality

perform right activities at the right time

we miss out a lot

user patterns and behaviors

business value

how will this help me

serendipity, things we stumble upon

exploration for learning

if we spend our time building, then we don’t 
spend any time using our product

Question: Should Coders Test

Henrik

Jeffrey

yes, they should test

translation from idea —> code — product 

teams that are the highest performing are “T 
shaped people”

Determine where we need some help

Everyone should be a full participant in the 
development of a product

Question: Does coding include scripting? 
Henrik

Jeffrey

definition
record playback is a fast path to failure

brittle tests

we expect developers write high quality code

how do you produce clean code?

write high quality code

how do you evaluate skill?

developers don’t write high quality code

too much expectations. if developers themselves 
can’t write high quality code, why do you expect 
that from testers?

Rebuttal: Jeff

we should not lower our bar

you won’t learning high pressure environment

practice coding

tools have progressed immensely 

take the time to become better

Question: What testing activities require writing 
code

Henrik

Jeffrey

Test Harnesses

Tools

Performance

What do i want to achieve? How do i get there?

ask a developer instead

fuzzing

just a tool in their belt

Question: Testing tasks that do not require 
writing code 

Henrik

Jeffrey

Usability

Some security Tests

Exploratory

Accessibility

Languages

Culture

Behavior

Emotional Responses

There are more valuable things to do than coding 
if you are a tester

Question: Sophisticated Systems 
Henrik

Jeffrey

Develop better testing methods

what’s your goal

automation as augmentation

Question: How do you justify time teaching a 
tester how to code? 

Henrik

Jeffrey

Coding is an investment 

provide coding and testing challenges

Time is not a factor if you do it right
6 - 9 months

coding exercises

to produce high quality code you need 200 
hours?

Why do they go to school for 4 years?

it’s a lie!

Rebuttal
200 hours is a good start

can be a good contributor

Question: Complex Systems/Testers slack due to 
lack of knowledge

Henrik

Jeffrey

testers need to keep up with ideas

we need technical knowledge

not having specialists make everyone mediocre

help us communicate

modeling

understand the system better

complexity and speed

manual types of testing can lengthen feedback 
loops

change should happen everywhereTighten WIP Limit

Question: Technical Knowledge That doesn’t 
involves coding

Henrik

JeffreyTest Design

Knowledge is not enough

Testers are eliminated but they haven’t eliminated 
the role of testing

Testers are looked upon as 2nd Class Citizen

Why don’t we remove them?

How about giving them credit for the work that 
they do

should we really erase them out of the history 
books

What skills are we actually valuing?are we saying that if you are not a developer, you 
will not be valued?

Question: How do you manually test API’s? 

Henrik

Jeffrey

Uhh, Why?

you need coding skills to test API’s

Internal
Functionality

Scalability

ExternalDocumentation

Question: Career move for an expert manual 
tester

Henrik

Jeffrey

Learn something new

trend in companies expecting testers who know 
how to code

we are not too far away from a time where testers 
are expected to have coding skills

Technically Oblivious Testers

Where do you want to work?

What is your context?

Question: Do we need better testing?

Henrik

Jeffrey

Testing as a profession needs to step up

We need both.
Better Testing

More Testing

Question: What’s next for QA/QE

Henrik

Jeffrey

BA’s are vanishing

Our understanding of development is changing

trends show removal of redundant roles

testers and developers should work together

it’s dangerous to remove specialists

having pure generalists produce mediocrity

rebuttal:

specialization is evil

specialization creates bottlenecks

reality of dependencies

Closing

Henrik

Jeffrey

Technical Skills is most likely valuable

be careful with your time

is this the most valuable thing to do for the 
project?

don’t do it out of peer pressure

delivery methods are changing

this is a frightening endeavor


